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Rules of Play: Game Design FundamentalsMIT Press, 2003


	For hundreds of years, the field of game design has drifted along under the radar of culture, producing

	timeless masterpieces and masterful time-wasters without drawing much attention to itself-without, in fact,

	behaving like a "field" at all. Suddenly, powered by the big bang of computer technology, game design has...
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Practice Makes Perfect: Basic English, Premium Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	
		Get the skills you need to read and speak English with confidence!

	


	
		Learn how to read and speak English with this easy-to-use workbook. Dozens of manageable, bite-sized lessons take you through the basics of the English language. Three-page units cover each subject, which can be completed in just 20...
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CCIE Routing and Switching Practice LabsCisco Press, 2004
Six comprehensive CCIE routing and switching labs to hone  configuration and troubleshooting skills

Prepare for the CCIE lab exams and hone your configuration and  troubleshooting skills with six complete practice scenarios that cover:

	
    Frame Relay...
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The Project Management Life Cycle: A Complete Step-By-Step Methodology for Initiating, Planning, Executing & Closing a Project SuccessfullyKogan Page, 2006
Over the past 20 years, businesses around the world have undergone rapid change. No longer are customers happy with their ‘status quo’ products or services: they expect businesses to adapt rapidly to the changing environment by providing more offerings, cheaper and faster than before. This rate of change has forced businesses to...
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Critical Infrastructure Protection in Homeland Security: Defending a Networked NationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A scientific approach to the new field of critical infrastructure protection
    

    This book offers a unique scientific approach to the new field of critical infrastructure protection: it uses network theory, optimization theory, and simulation software to analyze and understand how infrastructure sectors evolve,...
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Insight into IELTS Student's Book Updated edition: The Cambridge IELTS CourseCambridge University Press, 2001

	Insight into IELTS New Edition offers comprehensive preparation for the IELTS examination. The course develops skills, language and familiarity with each paper progressively, and the Speaking section has been updated to reflect the new format of the Speaking Paper (in effect from July 2001). Exam-type exercises are a regular feature, and the...
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Home Networking Do-It-Yourself For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Fifty years ago, most households had only one television and one telephone. As the price of these technological marvels dropped, families began purchasing additional televisions and telephones — and the home network was born!


	Think about it: Your televisions are basically networked together on a cable network. Okay, not a...
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Next-Generation FTTH Passive Optical Networks: Research towards unlimited bandwidth accessSpringer, 2008
Fibre-to-the-Home networks constitute a fundamental telecom segment with the required potential to match the huge capacity of transport networks with the new user communication demands. Huge investments in access network infrastructure are expected for the next decade, with many initiatives already launched around the globe recently, driven by the...
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Evidence-Based Practice of Palliative Medicine: Expert Consult: Online and Print, 1eSaunders, 2012

	Evidence-Based Practice of Palliative Medicine is the only book that uses a practical, question-and-answer approach to address evidence-based decision making in palliative medicine. Dr. Nathan E. Goldstein and Dr. R. Sean Morrison equip you to evaluate the available evidence alongside of current practice...
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How to Cheat at IT Project ManagementSyngress Publishing, 2005
Unlike any other book you'll find, this IT project management book synthesizes project management fundamentals, IT processes and procedures, and business fundamentals. Learn how to align your IT projects to the company's strategic objectives. Also learn how to determine which project will solve the right problem at the right time while still...
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Visualizing DataO'Reilly, 2008
Enormous quantities of data go unused or underused today, simply because people can't visualize the quantities and relationships in it. Using a downloadable programming environment developed by the author, Visualizing Data demonstrates methods for representing data accurately on the Web and elsewhere, complete with user interaction, animation, and...
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Knowledge in Formation: A Computational Theory of Interpretation (Cognitive Technologies)Springer, 2011

	With knowledge representation we face more or less the same problem as Augustine
	(354–430) when thinking about time: if nobody asks what it is, it seems
	clear enough, but being asked it proves to be very difficult to provide an answer.


	At the beginning of our research we thought that a solution for the problem
	of...
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